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(Soker 1998; was published in AJ because of hammer and nails)
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The outburst ASASSN-15qi was 

powered by tidal destruction of a 

planet (Kashi & Soker 2016, 

Accepted for publication by astro-

ph; arXiv:1609.00931) 

Transient event (ILOT): 

Bear & Soker 2013, 

New Astronomy. 
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RGB: spin-up; excite 

waves in envelope; 

destruction on core 

sdBO or post-RGB

(papers and talks by 

Stephan Geier,

Veronika Schaffenroth, 

Roberto Silvoti, and 

collaborators).

WD: asteroids destruction: 

pollution (many speakers). 

Planetary nebulae (PNe): 

disk formation jets

AGB: spin-up; 

excite waves in 

envelope; 

destruction on 

core 

elliptical PNe

sdBO: tidal destruction of 

planet’s core to small bodies 

that survive.

KIC 05807616

Bear & Soker 2012, 

ApJ Letters, 

Pre-MS: 

engulfment of 

planets 
(Erez Michaely; 

Hagai Perets)



Note: 

Planets can be evaporated deep in the envelope, 

or tidally destroyed near the core of the RGB and AGB stars inside the envelope.

Main sequence stars and WDs can also merge with the core. 

The merger of a WD with a core for progenitors of above about 4Mo, might

lead to a massive CO WD (~1.4Mo), that later explodes as type Ia supernova. 

This is the core-degenerate scenario.  
The single-degenerate and the double-degenerate (talk by Dani Maoz) scenarios

are more popular in the literature, in meetings, and in textbooks, 

but I think that the core-degenerate scenario is more popular among exploding WDs.  



For more on ILOTs see: http://phsites.technion.ac.il/soker/ilot-club/

Intermediate Luminosity Optical Transients (ILOT)

Supernovae

http://phsites.technion.ac.il/soker/ilot-club/


Point to take: 

Planets can lead to ILOT events (in addition to stellar binary systems).

Retter & Marom 2003, 2007, for V838Mon: planets dive in. Cannot explain V838 Mon. 

Bear, Kashi & Soker 2011; Kashi & Soker 2017: 

Tidal destruction of planets on low mass MS stars, or BD, 

or more massive planets or in young systems.  



Jsolated Stars

Stars that are isolated from acquiring angular momentum in their post-main 

sequence evolution are termed Angular Momentum Isolated Stars, 

or  J-isolated  or Jsolated in short.   

𝐽dep ≲ 𝐽MS,max

≲
Angular momentum deposited by 

a companion during the post-

main sequence evolution

Maximum angular 

momentum possible on the 

main sequence 

Notes: 

1) A star with a stellar companion at a large distance, is a Jsolated star.

2) A star with a close BD or even a massive planet is a non-Jsoalted star.  

3) The ratio is not well define, it might be that even lower angular momentum 

can enhance mass loss rate, so that a Jesolated star is defined by 

Jsolated stars:    𝐽dep ≲ η 𝐽MS,max where η ≅ 0.1 − 1



Jsolated Stars

With Efrat Sabach we claim that the initial-final mass relation includes many (mostly) 

non-Jsolated stars. 

These had their mass loss rate increased by the deposition of angular momentum by 

massive planets and BDs and low mass MS stars that did not survive the common 

envelope evolution.  Below is from Salaris et al. 2009

Jsolated stars



When mass loss rate is lower, radius on AGB is larger 

(Sabach, Romi, Soker, 2017, to be accepted by astro-ph)
Jsolated Stars

Traditional mass loss rate : Eta=0.7 

R(RGB) ~ R(AGB)=150Ro

Low mass loss: Eta=0.23 

R(RGB)<<R(AGB)=250Ro

Very low mass loss: Eta=0.07 

R(RGB)<<R(AGB)=350Ro

Radius in green

Luminosity in red



When mass loss rate is lower, radius on AGB is larger, 

core mass is larger, L is larger.

Points to take: 

• The chance for planets to be engulfed is larger on the AGB 

than in traditional models. 

• More planetary nebulae might be shaped by planets. 

• A possibility: 

Those with surviving asteroids belt are Jsolated, 

at least till the upper AGB. 

On average, they end with larger WD masses than 

non-Jsolated stars.  

Talk by Raul Felipe Maldonado Sanchez. 

Jsolated Stars



Enhanced mass loss rate and shaping can take place. 

From De Marco, O. & Soker, N., (2011, PASP, 123, 402)

Influencing the evolution



Enhanced mass loss rate and shaping can take place. 

From De Marco, O. & Soker, N., (2011, PASP, 123, 402)

Influencing the evolution

Point to take:          Planets influence stellar outcome (also talk by Eva Villaver)



What planets teach us about core collapse supernovae

(1) Planets and polluted WDs tell us that there is lots of angular 

momentum at several AU around the star. 

I claim that this angular momentum and mass-accreting accounts for pre-

explosion outbursts of massive stars (e.g., SN 2009ip). 

(2) A companion that merge with the core can spin it up, and facilitated the 

formation of jets. Maybe all core collapse supernovae are spun-up by 

companions before they explode.  

I argue that all core collapse supernovae are exploded by jets.  This is the 

jet feedback mechanism. 

Although the neutrino-driven mechanism to explode massive stars is

more popular in the literature, in meetings, and in textbooks, 

I think that the jet feedback mechanism is more popular among exploding 

massive stars.  



Summary: Angular momentum, accretion, jets
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